
Postmortem: Self-publishing Skins and Bone 
 
I launched Skins and Bone, the second book in my thriller series, in June 
2021. I had released Fatal Score, the first book in the series, in 2018 to 
very poor results: less than 100 trade paperbacks, mostly Twin Cities; very 
few ebooks; handful of audiobooks. I did no substantial Facebook or Twitter 
advertising for that launch. 
For the launch of Skins and Bone, I did some research and decided to take 
Mark Dawson’s course, Self-Publishing Formula. In Spring, 2021, I followed 
the Dawson model to build a mailing list by giving away Fatal Score, and I 
secured fifty advance readers.  
I launched in June, 2021, following a middle course from the Dawson 
course’s Launch module: KDP select for ebooks, wider distribution 
(Amazon, Ingram) for paperback, ACX and Findaway for audiobook.  
The net result of following the suggested Dawson method for the second 
book: nothing. Same tiny sales as without the course, the ARC 
development, the newsletters, the advertising. Except several hundred 
dollars in advertising cost and the cost of SPF University and Advanced 
Advertising courses. To be fair, there was some reason to believe that at 
least the Amazon advertising was wasted: I had cancelled a pre-order for 
the ebook, and the cancellation remained on my KDP profile. At least one 
Amazon advisor said that might pollute my ranking and effort. So I tried 
again in late October using the “countdown” process. Nearly the same 
result … a few sales at the lower prices. There were, however, a few rays 
of hope, and I present my experience as a data point for those 
contemplating releases. 
 
What worked: 

• Bookfunnel for mailing list. I started by cutting my original 600 names 
(friends, business contacts) to 300 actives to begin, did BF 
promotions offering the first book free to join list. Now at 1200 names. 



• Books Covered (associated with Dawson): Nice cover based on my 
design idea, delivered on time. 

• Facebook ads: worked for adding to mailing list, but Bookfunnel 
promos were about twice as effective. 

• Mailerlite: flexible newsletter construction, good support, excellent 
automation. 

• Findaway for audiobook. Nice upload process, good listing of where 
it’s offered. Immediate listing. Library sale option. 

• TweetYourBook worked okay for building mailing list, but Bookfunnel 
was better. 

 
 
What did not work: 

• Writer Life (freebooksy and launch): nice review of mostly my words; 
no impact on sales. 

• Kirkus Review: They’ve just started a special review division for 
“independently published” works. Based on my two data points—this 
book and Fatal Score (whose review predated the new division)—the 
new division is 3rd string reviewers. Two data points, but still. 

• Reedsy Discovery- Zip. $50, and it’s not clear in Reedsy advertising 
that the $50 entry fee is to a lottery. No certainty book will be 
reviewed. Mine wasn’t, although I have reviewed several for Reedsy. 
Reedsy is unwilling to estimate the odds of being reviewed. 

• Amazon Ads—Dawson course advice was poor; clicks improved  
following Amazon’s advice, but ROI was negative.  

• Facebook ads for sales of book. Apparently they work for some 
people; having followed the course instructions carefully, I ended up 
with strongly negative ROI. (Facebook/Apple issue was not handled 
well by Facebook ad system; probably not a factor in sales, but made 
the unusually complicated facebook process a bit more obscure.) 

• Amazon Kindle: Difficulty managing actual launch. And Amazon just 
flat didn’t care. I initially followed Dawson advice to offer preorder, but 



then canceled on advice from other authors. The cancelled title 
apparently remained in Amazon’s listing and  ‘prevented’ ACX from 
listing the audiobook. Took two months to figure out the problem. 

• ACX (Amazon audiobooks). My audiobook went live on Findaway 
June 20; ACX took until early September, though it passed the audio 
screening in June. 

• Apple system time-consuming and poor support. Never did finish. 
• Advance Reader (ARC) reviews — 6 or 7 of 47 so far. Probably close 

to what Dawson gets in percentage. 
• Bookbub: I have submitted for a ‘featured deal’ and been turned 

down once for each book and once for the Skins and Bone 
audiobook. So, failure to date. I’ll keep trying. Probably need more 
reviews to get noticed. 

 
There are two takeaways I got from my experience and from a fellow writer 
who started Dawson several years ago. 

(a) It’s going to be a long process. The Dawson course hints at that 
but certainly does not feature it. 
(b) (opinion, no data) Dawson’s course is probably getting less 
effective as he saturates his market and Facebook becomes less 
effective (bad press, people leaving, facebook’s own curation efforts). 

 


